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Abstract: This paper demonstrates a broad exploration of existing authentication and secure commu-
nication of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in a ‘6G network’. We begin with an overview of existing
surveys that deal with UAV authentication in 6G and beyond communications, standardization,
applications and security. In order to highlight the impact of blockchain and UAV authentication
in ‘UAV networks’ in future communication systems, we categorize the groups in this review into
two comprehensive groups. The first group, named the Performance Group (PG), comprises the
performance-related needs on data rates, latency, reliability and massive connectivity. Meanwhile,
the second group, named the Specifications Group (SG), is included in the authentication-related
needs on non-reputability, data integrity and audit ability. In the 6G network, with blockchain and
UAV authentication, the network decentralization and resource sharing would minimize resource
under-utilization thereby facilitating PG targets. Furthermore, through an appropriate selection of
blockchain type and consensus algorithms, the SG’s needs of UAV authentication in 6G network
applications can also be readily addressed. In this study, the combination of blockchain and UAV
authentication in 6G network emergence is reviewed as a detailed review for secure and universal
future communication. Finally, we conclude on the critical identification of challenges and future
research directions on the subject.
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1. Introduction

As 5G is heading closer to commercial status, prospects of UAV system integration
with future 6G communication models are becoming a significant part of ongoing research
in the field [1]. These papers identify a few key UAV systems in 6G flighty applications and
administrations such as Human Bond Communication (HBC), Multi-sensory amplified
Reality Applications (XR), Wearable Innovation-based Cutting edge Applications (WTech)
and Large-scale associated independent frameworks (LS-CAS), and are more noteworthy
for a few vertical spaces. All these applications show up in a combinational way beneath
the space of the UAV system in 6G-based UAV communication. These applications have
remarkably demanding information rates, inactivity and unwavering quality; thus, the
nature of the information collected by a few UAV systems in 6G applications will be pro-
gressively delicate and fundamental. As 5G is entering the deployment phase, discussion
on 6G networks is gradually gaining momentum [2]. The objective of 6G is to support
faster connection. Hence, the performance of 6G will be degraded using an inefficient
authentication scheme which also brings the possibility towards some security issues. The
productive allocation of UAV frameworks in 6G-based UAV structures by the customers
would thus require strict data security guarantees. Figure 1 illustrates the UAV paradigm in
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